Premium split stopper

Technical description

The purposefully further developed and perfected premium split stopper, with many refined details
and easy handling, ensures the best protection against splits on the front surface of the wood
Wall thickness and radii have been optimized based
on product tests and ensure 25% more tensile
strength and significantly increased setting rigidity

Despite its high strength, the premium split stopper
remains fully sawable.
Damage to the saw blades is therefore excluded

Pure, fibreglass-reinforced plastic ensures optimal
use of the excellent material properties

The newly coordinated packaging guarantees
strong, consistent quality with every storage
(protection from moisture).

Break resistance thanks to
optimised radii with ideal
distribution of the occurring
stresses

Increased holding power in
the relevant load area thanks to
the reinforced central bar
Secure hold on the premium
setting hammer thanks to the
tried and tested 4-point mount

Two crossbars ensure ideal distribution of
the tensile load and prevent the stopper
from tilting when it is hammered in

Quick, easy and efficient mounting thanks to short, extremely stiff cross
bars and the wave-shaped tip, which reduce penetration resistance by
more than 30%. The stopper completely and safely penetrates the wood
with just one blow

PREMIUM SPLIT STOPPER
Your wood is in the best hands

Premium split stopper ECO

Technical description

The purposefully further developed and perfected premium split stopper, with many refined details
and easy handling, ensures the best protection against splits on the front surface of the wood
Wall thickness and radii have been optimized based
on product tests and ensure 25% more tensile
strength and significantly increased setting rigidity

Despite its high strength, the premium split stopper
remains fully sawable.
Damage to the saw blades is therefore excluded

Fibreglass-reinforced plastic ensures optimal use of
the excellent material properties

The newly coordinated packaging guarantees
strong, consistent quality with every storage
(protection from moisture).

Increased holding power in
the relevant load area thanks to
the reinforced central bar
Two crossbars ensure ideal distribution
of the tensile load and prevent the
stopper from tilting when it is
hammered in
Secure hold on the premium
setting hammer thanks to the
tried and tested 4-point mount

Break resistance
thanks to optimised
radii with ideal
distribution of the
occurring stresses

Quick, easy and efficient mounting thanks to
short, extremely stiff cross bars and the waveshaped tip, which reduce penetration
resistance by more than 30%. The stopper
completely and safely penetrates the wood
with just one blow

PREMIUM SPLIT STOPPER
Your wood is in the best hands

